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montreal, city of spires - muse.jhu - opportunity to study the most extraordinary collection of historical
documents in montreal; susan stanley and bev-erley anderson levine at the united church archives; and
monique montbriand at the catholic archdiocese. i am equally appreciative of the organizations that supported
my work: fonds pour la formation de cher- cheurs et l’aide à la recherche, overseas research student award ...
tsr2 with hindsight - free family fun activities - the seminar brought together an extraordinary collection
of those who had been deeply involved in the project, in industry, in government and in the royal air force.
many of them had, until the seminar, chosen to keep their own counsel about tsr2 and their contribution to the
day is of special interest. the format of the day will be very familiar to those who have been members of the
society ... extraordinary historical collection donated to national ... - extraordinary historical collection
donated to national world war i museum largest number of historical objects given by one donor in museum’s
89-year history donated by widow of devoted collector for more than 30 years, carl hauber avidly collected
unique historical objects from the first world war. with a connoisseur’s eye, he traveled the world searching for
objects that told the story ... burton - d2qp1eesgvzzixoudfront - collection in this booklet as we
commemorate the extraordinary act of kindness of a detroit gentleman collector 100 years ago. come
celebrate with us… 1915. burton historical collection | 3 director’s letter clarence monroe burton’s enduring
legacy is shaped by his ability to recognize value in the “old,” which resulted in the establishment of a rich
archival collection that has ... “captured on camera”: a historical and archival ... - “captured on camera”:
a historical and archival appreciation of the arthur elliott collection gustav hendrich archivist, western cape
archives and records service, cia’s clandestine services histories of civil air transport - collections of
documents that detail the agency’s analysis and activities relating to historically significant topics and events.
hcd’s goals include increasing the usability and accessibility of historical collections. statute of the
association “friends of the historical ... - statute of the association “friends of the historical archives of the
european union” draft . art. 1. – name, duration and official seat. it is established the association "friends of the
historical archives of the collections development policy - british motor museum - extraordinary nick
baldwin archive of photographs, brochures, press releases and related documents was acquired, increasing the
scope of the bmiht’s archive collection. the missouri state archives summer 2012 - the collection
documents prominent missourians, such as explorer, indian agent and territorial governor william clark and
american statesman thomas hart benton, alongside collection list no. 47 - national library of ireland skeffington, andrée sheehy skeffington and their children. in terms of content, the papers comprise
correspondence, essays, articles, and other writings on literary, political, historical and other topics, research
notes, as well as “extraordinary” and “colossal” painting to be centerpiece ... - collection of world war i
objects and documents in the world and is the secondoldes- t public museum dedicated to preserving the
objects, history and experiences of the war. the museum takes visitors of all ages on an epic journey through a
the changing of the avant-garde : [brochure] visionary ... - collection.s pecial thanks also go to donna
carlson,direct or of administration,and astrid sanai, research assistant,at the art dealer's association of
america,for their essential research on the collection for the howard gilman foundation.
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